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I ascribe the beginning of the time period as the run up to the Orient Express project we made for 
day one of the Living Advent Calendar. It was a lot of work for little money (£600 for 5 full days 
work including £200 expenditure on materials and about £120 performer expenses, 2 workshops 
with 30 young children and a number of prop making sessions and a rehearsal). I did feel delighted 
to be asked and be a part of it, it was also great to rise to the challenge of choreographing the whole 
thing and working with the children - I am usually in collaboration. I feel a sense of satisfaction at a 
job done well and basically enjoyed doing each individual element. I also really enjoyed the contact 
with the Living Advent calendar crew. The stress arose due to the time taken away from an 
important application for my On a Clear day project and other work and also from canvassing for 
the Labour Party for the vital imminent general election. I also felt the pressure I often feel here in 
Folkestone (and probably often feel when at work) of feeling alone and not adequately supported 
emotionally. Though Mark was good and attentive on the phone hearing my plans for the 
workshops and I felt relieved that they and Michael Nique would be performing with me as they’re 
all such solid performers I feel very safe with. I felt very left down by local “friends” who, with one 
exception, didn’t want to help carry the train (a one hour ask.. feels very indicative of my 
relationship with/ peoples’ attitudes here). However, the stress was exacerbated by the arrival of 
Jose and Mark in very dysfunctional emotional states: a crazy journey down the motorway Mark 
utterly hyper and Jose very depressed, as darkness fell mark got increasingly hangry and even the 
satnav had a nervous breakdown and tried to send us through the channel tunnel as we searched for 
an organic (to make roast dinner) and Christmas tree farm. Basically my devotion to an over the top 
plan and desperation to feel joyful and Christmassy actually added to the stress. When we finally 
got home without a tree but with wonderful ingredients for a pork roast dinner we did have some 
pleasure in food preparation. I managed to stay pretty cheerful but was also very tired after yo-
yoing to and from London and everything else and quite wired myself. Jose confessed that he 
hadn’t wanted to come but said that he was now glad he did. We then went to the studio to finish the 
props for the next days Living Advent Calendar performance, all drinking heavily. The shit hit the 
fan when Mark locked us out of the flat just before (I thought) the dinner became ready. I lost the 
plot exploding all the stress in one out loud swoop. We called a locksmith, then Anka arrived with a 
man I’d never seen before behind her, “are you the locksmith I said?” No, it was Anka’s new 
boyfriend Peter .. Whoops great start, the actual locksmith arrived and as I greeted him, closing the 
studio door behind me I heard Jose also finally lose the plot inside and start to throw things around, 
Anka and Peter trapped in with them. The locksmith fixed the door and we went to retrieve the food 
(the Pork was in fact not nearly done!). Anka and Peter left soon after in some state of shock. We 
finally ate a rather subdued but quite good meal at about 1am. The next day was the day of the 
show, I felt hungover, depressed and totally furious with Mark. We went to a local cafe for breakfast 
and Michael arrived as we sat sulking and I spitting my irritation at Mark. We had a short 
conversation that was a bit healing. We then went into the studio and after a while I managed to 
explain the plan a bit. I then asked for some time off and went to Custom and bought and drank 
prosecco for Ash’s birthday to change my environment and mood. It was then time to meet, costume 
and organise the 30 kids and their parents on a cold winters night on the harbour station. Everyone 
was brilliant and there and had really listened to my score and knew what to do (though before we 
began I really understood the expression “herding cats”) but in my depressed, stressed, hungover 
state it was extremely hard to actually enjoy it. But it seemed to be a big success and it was a great 
relief for it to be over, we went to the pub with friends and I’ve had good and loving meetings with 
Mark, Jose and Michael since and we parted on very good terms. 



The anxieties I felt were: 
Lack of time and pressure of competing priorities 
Feeling unvalued by the pay and the apparent greater celebration of the Choir mistress 
The lack of support from local friends 
Being a conduit for the expression of repressed emotions by my crazy friends while not having 
equal emotional support myself 
Being tired and/or hungover much of the time (=how I “deal” with stress!) 
Feeling that I was creating something glorious for others that left me depleted and that families 
don’t include me as much as I support them 
I felt I didn’t have time to do my daily exercises 

Once that was over I then spent the next few weeks dividing my time between Labour canvassing 
and developing the On a clear day project and writing Arts Council application. Tbh I think the 
election now stole my whole consciousness due to my equal belief in Jeremy Corbyn’s leadership, 
the Labour Manifesto and deep fear of Boris Johnson’s government and the continued austerity, 
Brexit, Racism and general upswing of hatred it would engender. I spent most days on doorsteps in 
nether regions in and surrounding Folkestone and the solidarity among Labour people was lovely 
and I met actually some sweet and thoughtful people but so many directly quoting the tory 
propaganda press and so many in such broken despair I felt that I was literally offering them gifts of 
potential light. Also an extraordinary number of middle aged and older men shouting hatred directly 
into my face. A day before the election I came home feeling utterly defeated and sat on my sofa 
almost bestially munching cheap biscuits and watching shit TV wondering why no-one was there to 
care or share my feelings and experiences with and the phone rang and it was Auntie Mary telling 
me that Dad had fallen and had cellulitis and I told her how broken and exhausted I felt then let rip: 
“What am I supposed to do about it?” “Basically I feel it’s their Karma, Lyn has been a bitch to me 
for as long as they’ve been together and NO-ONE protected me against Dad’s obvious anger and 
Madness, you (the family) all judge me and just think I’m a spoiled brat” OOOOOOO it felt so 
GOOOOOOD to say these words that had been boiling inside me for so many years and she was 
gentle and measured in her response and I felt sympathy from her. She assured me that the family 
did understand and did not hold these negative feelings toward me. It gave me a small release to say 
all this to her. 

I had however manage to convince myself that change could come so our immense defeat in the 
General election was a serious blow to hope. I could not even think about politics for many weeks 
after and crawled early into bed (hungover again) the next day. 

On the following day I just felt so heartbroken and heavy and was grateful to go to Shalke’s Shamen 
journey which was very healing for my heart and gave me the psychic energy (and chocolate) to 
drive 4 hours up the wind and rainswept motorway to Wiltshire where I was staying with lovely 
Leonie and Tim and their sons, arriving at 1am so that I could go and visit Tim in the prison he’d 
been moved to (very early) the next day.  

Wow OK that was interesting. I looked at what to write/ feel about the visit with Tim and just 
checked out.. ie went on a huge distraction detour around facebook, gmail and WhatsApp ..Classic 
ADD/ modern life/ repressed emotion behaviour eh!?! I find the whole situation so motherfucking 
painful but have lived with it because my pain is nothing compared to his and who the fuck else will  
go see him in Wiltshire if not me !?! I also feel guilt as I have done nothing else (and just do not 



know how to navigate the law) but visit and be on the end of the phone to him. I pretty much lost 
respect for performance space (added to the Benji debacle) over it. I can’t even reply to texts from 
his mum at the moment. I just can’t fucking handle it. It creates a tight knot in my stomach and has 
eaten away a lot of my time and again it reminds me that I do not have the emotional support I need 
and also give so frequently to others. 

I did have a lovely time with Leonie and Tim and Sam and Felix (but I also think I got my eye 
infection - that has STILL not fully healed over a month later- from the teenager in the countryside 
infected manky towel I accidentally dried my face with!) 

Again the next day I rose at stupid o’clock after a late night to drive down the motorway to London 
to attend Frank Dobson’s funeral. So 3 days after the election I’m sitting in the Gallery opposite 
Mum looking down on Frank’s coffin and Jan and Sally and Tom and the rest of their family, and 
Neil and glenys Kinnock and Ed Miliband and essentially the whole Labour Party just after their 
massive defeat (I couldn’t see JC, he was in mum’s sightline- she was in the gallery opposite) that I 
had also been so invested in. I had such warm childhood memories of Frank I felt genuine grief and 
sadness throughout the beautiful funeral. The words of “Jerusalem” and “To be a Pilgrim” never 
made so much sense and Tom’s speech was an absolutely inspiring and beauteous testament to a 
lovely man who really lived Socialist politics in political and daily life.. a double funeral really. 
Also many references to amazing positive Socialist actions by Camden council in the 70s and 80s 
that I recognised from childhood because dad had been part of all of that too. Dad was unable to 
attend as he’d not looked after himself after a fall and now had cellulitis and was stuck in Coventry 
with Lyn. We then went to the reception and the Carriers and other folk I remembered from 
childhood as well as Frank’s family who I remember warmly and vividly. It really hurt to realise 
how very unimportant I am to these people who were so important to me as a small child. Also a 
number of people’s faces contorted horribly when Dad’s name was mentioned. Brilliant! I am 
remembered by the people who formed my community in my formative years only as a the daughter 
of a man famous only for his temper tantrums. The contorted faces also brought home to me how 
hard it was both to be growing in his erratic unpredictable explosive presence and how absolutely 
literally NOBODY stopped to think or care how his behaviour might be impacting his small 
growing daughter. I went home with mum and of course she was unable to have an emotionally 
articulate conversation and reiterated how she’s tried to protect me by throwing him out (when I 
was 16!!!!!!!!!!!!!). The trauma that all of this raised was of course exacerbated by the previous 
weeks and also the anticipation of Christmas just a few days away, to which I had invited Dad, Lyn 
(who’s senile) AND Mum to Christmas which we were to spend at Performance space (Run by 
Bean who hates Christmas!!!). 

I wonder also how much it also affects me that Dad was so against Corbyn who I liked precisely 
because he didn’t seem to be “playing politics” and espoused genuinely the Socialist politics that 
Dad and other major influences like Frank had raised me around. This election made me realise 
more than ever before (other than probably Margo Heinemann’s as well as Frank’s funeral) how 
deeply Socialism forms the core of my belief and value system. Dad’s antipathy to Corbyn felt like 
some fundamental betrayal and I’ve long observed how his opinions do not seem to have evolved in 
any tangible way which makes it very hard for me to respect him. 

I spent the next day driving around London in a haze with Mark being a sweet caring presence at 
my side and lunch with Tania. I then drove back to Folkestone via a Labour gathering/post-mortem 
in a pub in Romney marsh (wearing my immigrant lover sweatshirt, got a lot of dirty looks from the 



lady darts team!). Lovely to see Laura and other lovely Labour activists, must make the Radical 
Love sweatshirts I promised! 

The next day I tried to work on the Arts council application which I realised was much too massive 
for the amount we were going for and also I felt so emotionally shut down and grief stricken and 
exhausted and scared and in despair and fury about this country and my life that working on it felt 
immense and almost impossible. Maddy was working on the application and only had a short 
window to do so. I really had been getting a lot from her input and wanted to continue and make the 
most of her collaboration but felt I had to share where I was at as it was having a direct impact on 
my work. My whole body felt closed, tight and shut down, my heart was an aching tight ball and 
my head had a very small horizon, a constrained tunnel of perception. I was in a trapped state of 
deep sadness and fear and couldn’t really see a way out. I felt tight, stiff and very far away from any 
thing or body else, even from myself. When we spoke I tried to tell her how I was feeling and she 
responded only with “ yes I’ve got a lot going on too”. I was unable to clearly state my need which 
was to be heard and to receive gentle kindness and sympathy. Everything she said felt like anger 
and dismissal of my feelings and her words stating what I’d already realised that the application was 
over-ambitious, though I agreed, her delivery hit my bruised heart like hammers. I tried to struggle 
on then and the next day she just sounded again to my ears and heart angry and exasperated, 
apparently thinking that I was asking her to fix or heal me, which was not in fact my attention, I just 
needed to be heard. I was my way to the Glassworks studio during this phone call and intending to 
work, instead I went into Susanna’s office and burst into tears. I then spent an evening at “Home” 
and “Old Buoy”, describing what had gone on to friends by whom I did finally feel heard. I also 
booked a trip to Portugal with Nwando and Jen for a week over New year and anticipation of that 
was the main thing that psychologically and emotionally enabled me to handle the ensuing days at 
all. 
Communications (all via txt and fb messenger) with Maddy continued to be tense and difficult for 
some weeks after, in fact until just this last weekend (over a month later) in which we met and 
walked on the cliffs and both listened to each other’s point of view without interruption. It was 
incredible how much the interaction with Maddy overwhelmed my feelings during this time, 
somehow troubling and consuming my consciousness more than all the other more obviously 
traumatic events. I have come to realise the vital importance to me of being heard and feeling that 
my point of view is acknowledged and how unable I am to proceed in emotionally challenging 
moments without these small blessings. I have just finished listening to an audio book about the 
ADD mind and felt so much of it resonate with my experiences, the above being a common 
symptom.  

During the weekend before Christmas I went again to my favourite organic farm in Tenterden and 
hosted a very lovely roast dinner with a lot of lovely friends. This was very pleasurable (and the 
roast pork apparently perfect), also happily Anka and Peter came so fun madness overlaid stressed 
madness in their experience of being here (they arrived while Kahlo was doing a dance performance 
LOL). It did however ensure that I only had one day of rest before Dad, Lyn and my mum arrived 
on Christmas Eve and I was still so physically and emotionally exhausted. Another problem with 
the intensity of that time is it did not afford me time/ space to do my necessary daily movement 
practice and so my body was a ball of knots. Instead of resting on the Monday I spent far too much 
time buying too much food, booze and last minute presents. 

I felt SO tense when they all arrived. It just felt like a painful palarva settling them into the flat, then 
trying to find a radio/ computer for dad and also trying to decorate performance space with Ernst for 



the following days dinner. God I really didn’t want them there had felt so ambivalent about what 
Dad is going through with Lyn. He has a big problem with his leg, having fallen over a few years 
ago on the way to the Football (on an occasion when I’d offered to take him for his birthday and his 
furious, crazy blocking of any possibility of me doing so made me retract the offer and slam down 
the phone) and having lived in separate towns from Lyn for their entire relationship since the 80s 
had now moved in because she can’t care for herself due to her dementia. She had never been 
friendly to me, taking Dad’s side and not ever imagining that there might be quite reasonable 
reasons for my anger against him in my teens and twenties (echoing the general lack of empathy I 
consistently received in regard to Dad’s emotionally abusive behaviour and the impacts on me). She 
also had a good relationship with my family which felt like the lot of them were ganging up in 
alliance against me (which is part of what I was sharing when on the phone with Aunt Mary). Our 
relations had thawed a bit when both she and Dad were in the hospital at the same time a few years 
back and I automatically took on care for them both; the first time I visited her she said “This must 
be very hard for you?” “What?” I said to which she replied, “Caring for other people”. I stared at 
her in disbelief “You really don’t know me very well do you?”. I could see and feel by her 
subsequent behaviours that she realised that she had been carrying an erroneous negative opinion 
about me all those years.. an opinion I had felt was shared by Dad’s sisters and which impacted my 
self esteem and opinion of them as it added insult, judgement and condemnation to the neglect I had 
already received. I have actually been consistently actively very caring for very many people 
throughout my life, I have a strong instinct for the needs of others and have felt frequently able to 
give to others the care and attention and love that has been so long denied to me. I have also long 
felt cheated that although they split up when they were relatively young neither of them created 
another family, so I didn’t get the siblings or nurturing family I craved. One of the frustrations and 
regrets I have in my life is that I myself remain(ed?) also too fuctup to create these things for myself  
and now I fear “it’s too late”. I have spent my life terrified and angry at the whole concept of family, 
trying instead to build communities of friends and often feeling very isolated because of this as 
most people still prefer the family structure and however much I might love the families I know 
there is always a part of me that feels alien and excluded from them. This is probably why during 
this time I felt a deep need to communicate with Abigail who ostracised me many years ago “saying 
you are always welcome her as you are obviously a part of this family but I never want to be alone 
with you in a room ever again”. I called instead her sister Anna who soon after reiterated the 
important place I had in their family, and this was somewhat healing. But WOW the ostracism from 
Abigail was a wounding experience that still resonates. The main thing she got angry with was my 
expression of my Loneliness. The ADD book inspired me to reflect that fundamental primal 
Loneliness I have felt so often for so many years is emotional loneliness created by my sensitivity 
within the dysfunctional behaviours of my parents, as well as my hospitalisation and the lack of 
care from the people closest to me (which has given me a lifelong dependence on “the kindness of 
strangers”, which has been so dramatically challenged by my experience here in Kent). Perhaps I 
triggered her own emotional loneliness? I have been thinking a lot lately about how often I have 
received incredibly negative responses from my female friends at my expressions of pain whereas 
the most healing responses have been from meant in my life. I am curious to pursue this perception. 

This is one of the conundrums of what I am currently processing: My negative life experiences have 
given me many life skills that are very useful.. FOR OTHER PEOPLE! I healed some of my more 
severe responses by exploring the life experiences that had led my parents to behave as they did/do 
and from my late twenties (when I resumed communication with my father) I ceased on the whole 
to respond to him with anger, instead questioning his behaviour calmly with compassion for both 
himself and me; actually my poor mum probably received much more of my anger until 



embarrassingly few years ago which I justified by my perception of her emotional neglect of me.. 
also she was simply not as frightening and abusive and aggressive to me so it was safer to let my 
anger out on her, in fact also embarrassingly I have also let that anger out on friends and sometimes 
strangers (eg road rage) far too many times.. though I am becoming better and better at self -
regulating these emotions over the past few years for which I am proud and grateful: I have 
received both personal and professional help in this regard and learning dance and other somatic 
practices, and particularly the Tamalpa training are really helping me through. Though anger is still 
a presence I do not fear myself as much as I used to. I used to feel a fear at the beginning of any 
new friendship that I would find a way to destroy it. I have destroyed a fair few relationships, 
though gratifyingly not for very many years and I do have an amazing number of very long term 
deep friendships. The past 7 or so years have been particularly rich in this regard. I am trying to 
work out at the moment what aspects of these life lessons and survival techniques to retain and 
which to decant so that I might proceed in ways that better serves both me and the people around 
me. 

Once I’d settled the Parents on Christmas Eve I gratefully went over to “Home” and literally fell 
into the couch surrounded by lovely friends and the most wonderful singer, Rhonda, sang in the 
most healing wonderful way. Obvs I stayed late and drank much. Blessed respite. 

I attempted to be positive on Christmas morning and invited the parents over to mine for a nice 
cooked breakfast. Comically the Christmas Tree fell on Lyn twice and there were rather sweet 
moments of my parents helping me to replant the tree in earth which felt like a nice metaphor for 
parental care. I still felt totally knotted and survival mode and so “ran away” for a short time to 
hang out with Susanna (I had been invited to 3 separate Christmas celebrations but was only able to 
attend the one at performance space because of my dysfunctional family being in tow and I felt a 
deep need for the company of a friend to offset the stress of being with family). I met her outside 
Blooms and realised later I had left my phone on the table there. When I returned Lynn was 
wondering dazed around the stairs of my building mumbling something about going to meet some 
people. I mentioned the phone (that I’d just realised I’d lost) and she clicked back into reality “oh 
yes, your mum and dad have gone to get your phone”. I gently led her back into my flat and looking 
out of the window saw Mum “marching” quite some way ahead of Dad who was quite dramatically 
limping behind. They came in and said a man had called from my phone and they’d marched out to 
find it, leaving Lyn behind, but they’d written both his address and number down wrong and dad 
had then slipped over bloodying both of his knees, which also made him panic because of the 
cellulitis. The “comedy” continued as Dad sat down in my big red chair and took his trousers down 
to his ankles exposing said bloody knees. I cleaned them with the marigold and propolis that Lynda 
had given to me for my eye infection that had also been plaguing me painfully throughout this 
horrible time period (and has still not gone away 5 weeks later!!). He shouted at me, I told him he 
could not talk to me like that and if he continued we would “leave him at home”, as if her was a 5 
year old. Nb. I was going to write that I “quite calmly told him..” But erased that as I remember 
how fucking furious I was with both of them at the time, that he was shouting and that they’d left 
Lyn and written the number and address down wrong and had been so typically muddle-headed and 
ineffectual in their attempts to help and show their love to me. (They do clearly both love me very 
much and Christmas showed this to be very much so, but also how difficult there love is to receive 
or ENJOY!) Just like Dad, I was probably unaware of quite how much hate and anger infected my 
“quite calmly”= another conundrum.. I have inherited many of the traits which have damaged me 
and though I’ve worked hard and to a degree successfully to challenge these inheritances I retain a 
large measure of guilt and shame around this. I remember being on my knees before him, cleaning 



his wounds while he shouted angrily down at me and felt so deeply how deeply traumatised I have 
been, and how I still essentially was. There was a very nice moment where Lyn walked toward me 
and with kindness in her eyes and voice said “I had a very difficult relationship with my dad too”, 
we then hugged and she said “your dad loves you very much”. It was EXACTLY what I needed to 
feel and hear and exactly what mum and dad were totally incapable of providing. It is amazing how 
much nicer she is with dementia, I really love her and appreciate her presence in a way I never did 
before, her primary characteristics now appearing to be kindness, gentleness and humour, which I 
never perceived in her before. It is very sad and painful how she is now evidently on the receiving 
end of Dad’s abuse, her mental condition is such that she forgets many things and gets basic things 
wrong and his too frequent response is frustration and anger rather than humour, care and empathy. 
It is great that he is there for her but he is finding it so hard to care for someone else- he’s pretty 
terrible at caring for himself as his flat testifies- and I am convinced that these falls are a cry for 
help to be nurtured that I hear but find so hard to respond to as he has hurt me and others so much 
and so many times. It was very shocking to see them both, they are suddenly both very pale and 
elderly, he is shrinking into himself with a fixed and closed expression and she mostly looks slightly 
lost. I do feel a bit less angry towards them now which is good but Christmas Day really was the 
eye of the storm in my heart. I then went and got my phone then went over to Performance Space. 
Bean came out saying “Come on let’s eat” and in the state I was in received that as unbearable 
pressure and went into full blown panic attack which Bean and Ethan were very caring for in the 
moment. But it’s been glaringly obvious that Bean has barely spoken to me ever since and clearly 
couldn’t handle my emotional states. She has sent a few texts following up to Christmas (removing 
the tree etc) which have completely triggered me back into anger and panic. I feel that this could 
have been healed by even a “How are you?” Which I have also not received from Ash or Helen who 
were also aware of my emotional fragility (Ethan however did check in for which I’m extremely 
grateful.. another positive male!!!). It also brings me in mind of the debacle with Benji and I feel a 
real fear to step into performance space and a desire to tell her to remove the “safe space” sign they 
put on their bar during events because IT FUCKING IS NOT!!!!!!!!! I know how emotionally 
closed down she is so I feel really flummoxed about how to approach this. She has been a very 
important part of my life here but my fury and disappointment at her apparent lack of care is 
making me feel that the friendship is over if there ever was “true friendship” at all. The importance 
of ps to my life here is also making this estrangement make me feel ever more alienated than before 
though if I’m honest I’ve actually had various encounters with other folk here that are much more 
validating than these so… (later the same day appendix to this: I texted Bean inviting her to a drink 
tonight and she said she’d been meaning to catch up and invited me tomorrow= good) 

Anyway Christmas sorta sucked, Dad and Lyn shrivelled grey ghosts at the end of the table, me 
unable to find any Christmas cheer or to feel really connected to anyone. Dad and Lyn went home 
after and the rest of us went for a walk on the beach, Bean and the dog marching ever onwards, 
mum moaning about how “boring” it all was, I had to stop as my leg was aching like a 
motherfucker (‘cos I’d had no time to exercise), hung around a bit with mum, Farida and Abigail 
then got sick of mum moaning and said that they could all do what they liked I needed to be alone. I 
went to the Sea and called Anka and then Bean and Ash and Helen and Ethan returned and we 
walked back and watched “Never-ending story” at Ash and Helens’ house. Nb: I have been trying to 
feel better during the Christmas period by each morning watching Christmas or Childhood movie 
while eating breakfast in the bath and was quite delighted by “Never-ending Story” which I was 
surprised to realise I’d never seen). There was quite a nice part of our walk on the beach where we 
all sang the Never-ending them song. 



The next day we were planning to attend the boxing day swim (I was in fact wanting to swim!) but 
dad was freaking out about his knees and so spent the morning running around looking for 
bandages and antiseptic. To his credit he did apologise to me about his behaviour the previous day 
saying “I don’t think I sound angry but you said I was, and Lyn and my sisters say I am so I suppose 
it must be so”, which is perhaps the best I’ve ever received so thank heaven for small mercies as 
they say.. 

Once we’d spent a good few hours sorting him out I asked them all for a break to go over to 
Fernanda and Joachims’ for lunch (she had been one of the Christmas Day invitations I’d had to 
reject so was grateful she was also doing a boxing day dinner). They had a very amusing friend 
there too and their lovely daughter Nanci and the food was delicious and the company excellent. I 
felt an all body release of tension the moment I sat in the armchair in their living room. 
GRATITUUUUDE.  

I then went and had an OK / little bit tense dinner with mum, dad and Lyn at the Harbour Inn and 
Anka came to say hello and said to me wisely, “it’s good you know the full situation now before 
things get worse”. Which was helpful and true. She is also a great thing (A nice part of writing all 
this shit down is reminding myself of how much I have to be thankful for here in Folkestone as well 
as elsewhere!) 

The next day I supervised Dad arranging to go to the walk-in clinic to see if he needed more 
antibiotics/ if his condition was as terrible as he feared. Mum then helped me wash up, clean the 
kitchen and take the decorations off the tree as I was leaving with Dad and Lyn for Felixstowe later 
that day, staying over then spending 2 nights in London before flying off to Portugal and wouldn’t 
be back before twelfth night and I’m superstitious about leaving Christmas decorations up among 
other things.. It was actually really nice to do this. Mum is emotionally unable but she is genuinely 
supportive and loves to be helpful and in this instance I really appreciated and needed the help and 
we could get on nicely with each other. I suppose that Dad had been so difficult that she could be 
the “good parent” and I must admit I did rather appreciate her quiet support, especially as I had the 
more gentle warm support and hugs of Lyn as well filling that vacuum at least a little. I thought how 
I thought Dad’s neediness was a cry for help and I guess I must still continue to tussle for a while 
with if and how I respond to this.  

We then had an uneventful and perfectly pleasant journey to Felixstowe, Dad managing to keep his 
temper and Lyn sweet and amusing in the back. It was actually quite nice to have dinner with the 
family and I stayed up late with Mary drinking wine as is something of a tradition. It is terribly sad 
how Alex has been diagnosed with mental illness rather than any of them acknowledging the (to 
me) glaringly obvious family dysfunctions. I tried to suggest to Mary that he was suffering some 
kind of historical trauma but this fell on deaf ears and I suppose I have to accept this. They also 
have so many physical ailments that I’m sure have emotional roots but.. I did feel warmer and 
closer to them all than I can recall being, even with Uncle Bill and Auntie Pat. Which was nice! 

OY VEY! So I slept over and we all had lunch at Helen, Pat and Rachel’s the next day after which I 
drove gratefully to Rotherhithe where Marina and Bill were having a party. I think this marks the 
end of the shit show of Christmas and begins the long road to healing so an appropriate moment to 
sign off and go and get some lunch then some physical healing from the lovely Lynda Jones! 

Back soon XXX 



Well the healing at Lynda’s was great! She asked me what had been going on for me and basically I 
recounted the above and she prescribed me medicine for my heart and my adrenals as well as for 
my immune system and grounding. I will see her again in a month and also have a reflexology from 
her which I didn’t before realise she did and have been thinking would be good also to have. As I 
said on the way home I texted Bean and so hopefully we can heal our “rift”. Lovely Cath Eliot is 
celebrating her birthday this eve and so I’ll go over there in a bit. 

I have basic spent the time between Christmas and now healing and have spent much of it feeling 
incredibly exhausted and ill, hence going to see Lynda, as well as having 2 massages from Sonja, 
aromatherapy at Core therapies, Osteopathy from Francois, therapy with Edward and Priya, 
applying to do a Vipassana course, listening to a wonderful ADD audio book by Gabor Mate, re-
reading “The Body keeps the score”, returning to my daily exercise practice, beginning a new daily 
dance practice (in prep for a 100 days of dance for Anna Halprin’s 100th birthday). 

The party in Rotherhithe was lovely, I stayed over and wonderful to see the Thames on first waking, 
after breakfast and lovely chats with Marina I went to the beach where I’d floated my “flotilla of 
regrets” and sang “je ne regrette rien”. I then went to mum’s for dinner and she drove me to the 
station in the morning for me to get to the airport to go and spend a wonderfully restful week with 
gorgeous Nwando and Jen. I was pretty closed down but really appreciated the environment, their 
company and the chance to rest in such beautiful well known cultivated and culture rich nature. On 
return all the stresses of Christmas had clearly not gone away and really I have felt physically and 
emotionally closed down for the whole month of January. I have had very little mental or emotional 
space for other people and have been grateful for this flat to hide out with just a few safe and 
pleasurable sojourns out.. to kinoclub at Ali’s, to Hannah Goff’s birthday party (seeing her glorious 
parents and lots of other lovely folk), Labour Party meetings, Tania’s Openlab and Mark and 
Claire’s openspace, a few gentle trips to Leaf and “Home”, a lovely lakeside walk with Fernanda 
and Joachim and a visit to the wondrous William Blake exhibition with Mum, our relationship is 
definitely improving. I also took the train up to Coventry with Jose, Mark and Ali to see Carolyn 
Deby’s event and invited Dad and Lyn, good to see them with the support of my friends!!! I also 
had a lovely surprise visit from the lovely Jane and James which was incredibly inspiring. I have 
focussed on self-care and allowed myself not to feel pressured by ANYTHING!  

I have made some gentle plans for the coming year: 100 days of dance for Anna and the planetary 
dance (inaugurated at a shared practice Open day at the lovely Nunhead community centre, the 
Green, I have officially begun the Level 3 training with a Zoom on Monday (and a neighbour is 
Kindly printing out the forms tonight), this will be the way I frame the “On a Clear day”project 
which I’m NEARLY strong enough to resume at last. I have made plans to do “Scar is the Score” in 
the Normal festival and at Core therapies. I have begun to plan the trip to Portugal to begin the 
search for the perfect location for “DanceFarm” and hope to also have a Tamalpa etc gathering at 
Beekeepers (where I was in Portugal for new year) in November. I have also laid some foundations 
for learning Portuguese and learning to sail and I feel really fucking grateful for my friends. 

AND also bloody impressed with how good I’ve turned out considering the amount of shit I had in 
my formative years. It’s been a long road but I’m getting there getting there. I even feel a little bit 
grateful that I haven’t had kids or accepted all those invitations to love from all those lovelies ‘cos I 
had just too much shit to share and I do hopefully. 
I’m glad I wrote this shit down. I think I am finally ready to begin this new year! I’m going out now 
XXX 








